Application of statistical methods for the analysis or interval related cardiac performance variations during cardiac arrhythmia in man.
To study the influence of the sequence of stimulation intervals on cardiac performance indices the relationship between properties of succeeding arrhythmic aortic pressure pulses of patients with atrial fibrillation has been analysed by methods of correlation and regression analysis. There are high correlations between properties of succeeding pulses and it can be shown that the pressure amplitude of one pulse correlates to the properties (diastole, diastolic pressure, pressure amplitude) of up to five preceding pulses. Furthermore, the diastolic pressure is also highly correlated with properties of more than one preceding pulse whereas the duration of the diastole and the RR-interval is independent of preceding pulse properties. We, therefore, conclude that there is no beat to beat regulation of intervals during atrial fibrillation. The relations between properties of succeeding pressure pulses have been summarised in a transfer function model, which allows the description of pulse properties from preceding pulse properties without lack of it. The parameters of the transfer function models are estimated from a sequence of arrhythmic pressure pulses and a parameter selection procedure was developed which identifies the optimal number of input variables (= properties of preceding pulses) required to describe the time course of one pulse property. In order to obtain informations about the presence of possible interval dependent potentiation effects, the transfer function model was used to stimulate the behaviour of the aortic pressure for different stimulation sequences, which have been used in the literature to study potentiation effect experimentally. From typical sequences of potentiation phenomena in the stimulated pulse sequence we conclude that frequency potentiation effects exist in the human myocardium.